We present a Melnikov type approach for establishing transversal intersections of stable/unstable manifolds of perturbed normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. We do not need to know the explicit formulas for the homoclinic orbits prior to the perturbation. We also do not need to compute any integrals along such homoclinics. All needed bounds are established using rigorous computer assisted numerics. Lastly, and most importantly, the method establishes intersections for an explicit range of parameters, and not only for perturbations that are 'small enough', as is the case in the classical Melnikov approach.
Introduction
This paper is a sequel to [14] , which developed a tool for establishing the splitting of separatrices for an explicit range of perturbation parameters. The paper [14] treated the case of one-dimensional separatrices. In the current work we generalise the results to multidimensional setting. We treat the case of a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold (NHIM), with multi dimensional stable and unstable manifolds. The manifolds do not need to be of the same dimension. Also, the system does not need to be Hamiltonian. The stable and unstable manifolds of the NHIM can coincide prior to the perturbation (or one can be contained in the other in the case of unequal dimensions), and our method ensures that for a given range of parameters, the manifolds will intersect transversally after the perturbation of the system. We also formulate our results so that we can establish transversal splitting after the perturbation in the setting when prior to the perturbation manifolds coincide on some of the coordinates and on others they intersect transversally.
There are two main differences between our result and the more standard Melnikov type methods [4, 5, 6, 7, 18, 20, 25, 27] . The first is that these are based on investigating integrals along homoclinic orbits to NHIMs, and to do so one usually requires to know the formulae for them. In our approach we do not require to know such formulae since we do not need to compute integrals. Our result follows from bounds on the stable and unstable manifolds and on their dependence under the perturbation. There are a number of methods which allow for establishing such bounds using computer assisted tools [1, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17] . Instead of computing integrals we use such estimates, combined with the Brouwer degree, to establish explicit conditions under which the manifolds intersect transversally. The second difference is that the classical Melnikov type methods establish the intersection of manifolds for sufficiently small perturbations, but our method establishes such intersections for an explicitly given range of parameters.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries. In section 3 we state our main results in abstract setting. We discuss there how to establish zeros of functions under perturbation. We formulate results which imply non degenerate zeros, and give their proofs using the Brouwer degree. In section 4 we present several scenarios of intersections of separatrices of NHIMs, and prove their existence using the tools established in section 3. In section 5 we discuss how to verify the needed assumptions. Finally, section 6 contains an example of application. There we treat a system which has two dimensional stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic fixed point, which coincide prior to the perturbation, but intersect transversally after.
Preliminaries

Notations
We use the notation B k (x, r) for a ball of radius r, centred at x in R k . If not stated otherwise, the ball is under the Euclidean norm. We also use a simplified notation B k := B k (0, 1). For a set U ⊂ R k we will write intU for its interior and U for its closure. For a matrix A ∈ R n×n and norm · on R n we define
if detA = 0 0 otherwise.
We remark that for any vector x holds
If W is a manifold and p ∈ W then by T p W we will denote the tangent space to W at the point p.
Properties of the local Brouwer degree
Let f : R n → R n be a continuous function and let U ⊂ R n be an open set. For c ∈ R n we use the notation deg(f, U, c) to stand for the local Brouwer degree of f in U at c. The local Brouwer degree has the following properties (see [24, Ch . III] for proofs)
Solution property: If deg (f, U, c) = 0, then there exists an x ∈ U for which f (x) = c. Homotopy property: Assume that H : [0, 1] × U → R n is continuous and
where H λ (x) = H(λ, x).
Degree property for affine maps: If f (x) = B(x−x 0 )+c, where B is an invertible matrix, x 0 , c ∈ R n and x 0 ∈ U , then deg(f, U, c) = sgn det B.
Interval Newton method
We start by writing out the interval arithmetic notations conventions that will be used in the paper. Let U be a subset of R k . We shall denote by [U ] an interval enclosure of the set U , that is, a set
. Similarly, for a family of matrixes A ⊂ R k×m we denote its interval enclosure as [A] , that is, a set
For a set U and a family of matrixes A we shall use the notation
We shall say that a family of matrixes A ⊂ R k×k is invertible, if each matrix A ∈ A is invertible. We shall also use the notation
Let now us consider now a C r function
Below we present an interval Newton type method [2, 21, 22] for establishing estimates on the set {f = 0}. 3
Consider x ∈ R k and define a function
For X ⊂ R k and Y ⊂ R m , by Df X (Y ) we denote the family of matrixes
Bounds on {f = 0} can be obtained by using the interval Newton method. Below theorem is a well known modification (see for instance [23, p. 376] ) of the method, that includes a parameter.
then there exists a C r function q : X → Y such that f (x, q (x)) = 0.
Existence of zeros of functions under perturbation
In this section we will formulate conditions under which for any ε ∈ (0, ] there exists an x = x (ε) ∈ U such that y (ε, x) = 0. We shall also investigate conditions that will ensure that the zero is non degenerate for a given fixed ε ∈ (0, ].
Our conditions will be based on the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of the solution property of the Brouwer degree.
Lemma 3. If for any ε ∈ (0, ] deg (y (ε, ·) , U, 0) = 0, then for any ε ∈ (0, ] there exists an x = x (ε) ∈ U such that y (ε, x) = 0.
The result can readily be applied if x → y (0, x) has non-degenerate zero, but this is not what will be our objective here. We will want to formulate results that guarantee the existence of zeros of y under perturbation in the case when zeros of y(0, x) are degenerate prior to the perturbation.
Making above more precise, we will assume that
and our discussion will be under the assumption that for an open set U ⊂ R k1 × R k2 , for any x ∈ U , we have
On R k 1 × R k2 we will use a norm given by (x 1 , x 2 ) = max( x 1 , x 2 ) for some norms on R k1 and R k2 . We assume that y is C 2 . 4
Above we assume that on the y 2 coordinate the function y| U is zero. On the y 1 coordinate, as of yet, we have not made any assumptions. In practice, to obtain the existence of x (ε) for which y (ε, x(ε)) = 0, on the y 1 coordinate we will need to have a non-degenerate zero before the perturbation. The perturbation should be small enough so that this zero will survive.
Our objective will be to formulate lemmas that will imply that assumptions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled, in the presence of (3). We start with the following: (3) is satisfied and for any x ∈ ∂U holds
and deg y 1 ,
Proof. The proof will be based on the homotopy property of the local Brouwer degree. First we observe that from (3) we obtain
For fixed ε ∈ (0, ] we consider the following homotopy
We have chosen such homotopy since H (1, x) = y (ε, x) and H(0, x) = y 1 , ∂y2 ∂ε (0, x) .
∂ε (E, x) , by (4) we see that for x ∈ ∂U H (λ, x) = 0.
By the homotopy property and Remark 1 we obtain
We now formulate a more explicit result that can be verified in practice:
Lemma 5. Let y be as above.
∂ε∂x2 (0, p) 5 and
Proof. By (3) we see that for any x ∈ U ,
We will also use the fact that
Consider now a homotopy
defined as
We have chosen such homotopy since from (7-9) we see that
and
We now will want to use the homotopy property to ensure that the degree is defined and is the same along the homotopy H. For this we need to check that H (λ, ∂U ) = 0 (see Remark 1) . Take x ∈ ∂U , meaning that x − p = R.
We have two cases p 1 − x 1 = R and p 2 − x 2 = R.
Observe that H(0, x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂U = ∂B(p 0 , R) implies that A is invertible. Thus, by the homotopy property and the degree for affine maps
as required.
Transversal zeros
In the applications we have in mind the function y will be obtained as difference of two graphs of functions representing manifolds, i.e.
(10) 7
Let us fix an open set U ⊂ R k1+k2 and let
Lemma 6. Consider the same assumptions as in Lemma 5 concerning function y given by (10) . Then
• for every ε ∈ (0, 0 ] the manifolds W ε and V ε have a unique intersection which is transversal.
Proof. The existence of the intersection follows from Lemma 5.
For the uniqueness and transversality let us consider any matrix M ∈ ∂y ∂x (E, U ) . Since our x and y variables are split in two components i.e. y(x) = (y 1 (x 1 , x 2 ), y 2 (x 1 , x 2 )) we can also characterise matrix M by its components M ij satisfying M ij ∈ ∂yi ∂xj (E, U ). We see that
Since y 2 (ε = 0, ·) | U ≡ 0 we see that for any ε ∈ E and x ∈ U
Observe that from (5,6) it follows that
We are now ready to show that M is an isomorphism. For this it is enough to show that for any x for which max (
Therefore we see that any M ∈ ∂y ∂x (E, U ) is an isomorphism.
By changing a coordinate system (x, y) → (x, y − v(ε, x)) we obtain that
To establish the transversality observe that
The intersection is transversal if
∂x (E, U ) , then this is the case. For the uniqueness observe that
Melnikov type results
In this section we discuss how to apply the results from section 3 to detect intersections of invariant manifolds under perturbation. The narrative will start from the simplest setting of a hyperbolic fixed point, and move gradually through cases of increasing generality.
Before we proceed, we set up notations. We consider a smooth family of ODEs,
parameterised by a one dimensional parameter ε ∈ E := [0, ]. We use the notation Φ ε t for the flow induced by (11) . We assume that the state space is of dimension n, meaning that f ε : R n → R n . For ε = 0 we assume that (11) has a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold Λ 0 in R n . We assume that this manifold survives for all ε ∈ E and is perturbed to Λ ε . We shall use c to denote the dimension of Λ ε . We use the notations W cu Λε and W cs Λε to denote the center-unstable and center-stable sets to Λ ε , respectively:
We assume that the dimension of the unstable coordinate of Λ ε is u, and that the dimension of the stable coordinate is s. This means that W cu Λε is of dimension c + u and that W cs Λε is of dimension c + s.
We consider a certain fixed neighbourhood U of Λ, within which we will assume that we have parameterisations of class C 2 of local center-unstable and local center-stable manifolds. To be more precise, we assume that we have two C 2 functions
such that:
Here we use the notation cu (and cs) to stand for the parameter of the center-unstable (and center-stable) coordinates.
Remark 7.
In the case of a non autonomous system q = f ε (t, q) we can extend the state space to include the time and treat the time (in the extended phase space) as a central coordinate. This means that above setting can also be applied to non autonomous systems.
In subsequent sections we will show how to reduce the problem of finding intersections of manifolds to finding zeros of functions. In other words, we will reduce the problem to the setting from section 3. Depending on the system we can have different setting of the manifolds prior to perturbation. On one extreme end, for ε = 0 we could have two coinciding manifolds, meaning that W We now discuss several cases in which we show how the approach from section 3 can be applied to prove transversal intersections of W cu Λε and W cs Λε . We start with the simplest setting and then build up the generality as we progress through the section.
The case of a hyperbolic fixed point with stable/unstable manifolds of equal dimension
In this section we assume that Λ ε = {λ ε } consists of a family of hyperbolic fixed points. In this reduced setting we shall write W cu (ε, cu) and w cs (ε, cs), respectively. (This is because there is no 'center' coordinate to consider, and the center-stable/center-unstable manifolds are in fact simply stable/unstable.) In this section we consider the case when prior to perturbation, forε = 0, the two manifolds W s Λ0 and W u Λ0 are of the same dimension. Let us denote both these dimensions by k (meaning that u = s = k, c = 0 and n = c + u + s = 2k).
The most direct setting in which we can apply the approach from section 3 to the detection of intersections of W s Λε and W u Λε is when they are graphs over the same domain. This is what is discussed in below motivating example:
We can define
and apply Lemma 3 to establish that for any ε ∈ (0, ] we have intersections of
The setting in which the stable and unstable manifolds away from Λ would be given to us as graphs over the same coordinates is rare. One needs some extra work to achieve this.
We assume that locally we have coordinate system (x, y) ∈ R k × R k such that for each ε ∈ E the projection of W u,s λε onto x is a diffeomorphism, i.e. we have: Assume also that we have an open set U ⊂ R k , for which in the local coordinates
Now we will change the parameterisation of manifolds W u Λε and W s Λε so that they become graphs of functions depending on (ε, x). For this we assume that we can find C 2 functions u :
Observe that conditions A and B together with (13) imply that functions u(ε, x) and s(ε,
respectively. Let us define y :
Theorem 9. Assume that Λ ε = {λ ε } is a family of hyperbolic fixed points, that u(ε, x) and s(ε, x), are functions for which (14) holds true, and let y (ε, x) be defined by (15) . If assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied, then for any ε ∈ (0, ] the manifolds
Proof. By Lemma 3, for any ε ∈ (0, ] there exists an x (ε) such that y(ε, x (ε)) = 0. By the definition of y in (15), if y(ε, x (ε)) = 0 then
From (14) we also have
so we have an intersection point w u (ε, u(ε, x (ε))) = w s (ε, s(ε, x (ε))), as required. We note that in section 3, in (2), we have two coordinates y 1 and y 2 for our y defined in (15) . In section 3, in (3), we assume that and on y 2 we have degenerate zeros. Depending on how the manifolds W , then we should take k 1 = k − l and k 2 = l. In such case we also need to carefully choose coordinates y 1 and y 2 so that condition (3) is fulfilled.
To verify assumptions of Lemma 3 we can apply Lemma 5. We see that for this we need to be able to compute first and second derivatives of y (ε, x). This will involve the computation of first and second derivatives of u(ε, x) and s(ε, x). These derivatives can be computed implicitly as follows. By introducing notations
we see that the two equalities in (14) are
We see that (17) and (18) can be used for implicit computations of the derivatives of u (ε, x) and s (ε, x), respectively. We discuss this issue in section 5.2, writing out all the details. When we apply Lemma 5, then we also obtain that the intersection is transversal:
Theorem 10. Assume that Λ ε = {λ ε } is a family of hyperbolic fixed points, that u(ε, x) and s(ε, x), are functions for which (14) holds true, and let y (ε, x) be defined by (15) . If assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied, then for any ε ∈ (0, ] the manifolds W Proof. The result follows directly from Theorem 9 combined with Lemmas 5, 6.
NHIMs with stable/unstable manifolds of equal dimension
In this section we consider Λ ε , which are normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds of dimension c = 0. We assume that W
We can think of z as the center coordinate associated with the manifolds Λ ε , of x as the stable/unstable coordinate associated with the stable/unstable fibres of the manifolds. The y will be the coordinate along which we measure the splitting. Assume that
We can fix some z * ∈ R c and define
Lemma 3 can now be employed to detect intersections of W cu
Λε with W cs Λε for ε ∈ (0, ].
The setting in which the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds away from Λ ε would be graphs over the same coordinates is rare. One needs some extra work to achieve this.
Assume that there are local coordinates (x, y, z) ∈ R k × R k × R c such that W 
Assume also that we have open sets
U ⊂ R k , V ⊂ R c , for which U × V ⊂ (π x,z w cu (E × U ) ∩ π x,z w cs (E × S )) .
Now thanks to conditions A and B we can represent W cs
Λε and W cu Λε as graphs of functions of (ε, x, z). We therefore have C 2 functions cu :
for which for all (x, z) ∈ U × V π (x,z) w cu (ε, cu(ε, x, z)) = (x, z) , 
{(x, π y w cs (ε, cs(ε, x, z), z) : ε ∈ E, x ∈ U, z ∈ V }, respectively. Now we fix one z * ∈ V and define y :
Theorem 12. Assume that functions cu(ε, x, z), cs(ε, x, z) satisfy (19) . If for fixed z * ∈ R c and for y (ε, x) defined by (20) the assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied, then for any ε ∈ (0, ] the manifolds W Proof. The proof follows from mirror arguments to the proof of Theorem 9.
Note that in section 3 we have a setting in which y(ε, x) = (y 1 (ε, x), y 2 (ε, x)) and y 2 (0, x) = 0 for all x ∈ U . The choice of the dimensions k 1 , k 2 of y 1 and y 2 , respectively, depends on the initial setting of the unperturbed manifolds. For instance, if the manifolds coincide, then we should take k 1 = 0 and k 2 = k. If the intersection W cu Λ0 ∩ W cs Λ0 is a c + l dimensional manifold, then we should choose k 1 = k − l and k 2 = l. We need also to ensure that the coordinates are chosen accordingly so that y 2 (0, x) = 0.
The assumption of Lemma 3 for the y(ε, x) defined in (20) can be verified using Lemma 5. In order to do so we need to compute the first and second derivatives of y (ε, x), which in turn requires the computation of the first and second derivatives of cu(ε, x, z) and cs(ε, x, z). Below we discuss how these can be computed implicitly. If we introduce the notations
then the system of equations (19) is
The (21-22) can be used for the implicit computations of the first and second derivatives of cu (ε, x, z) and cs (ε, x, z), respectively. See section 5.2.
When using Lemma 5 for establishing intersection of the manifolds, we also obtain transversality (compare with Lemma 6):
Theorem 13. Assume that functions cu(ε, x, z), cs(ε, x, z) satisfy (19) . If for z * ∈ R Proof. Let ε ∈ (0, ] be fixed. By (19) , (20) and Lemma 5 combined with Theorem 12, the manifolds W cu Λε , W cs Λε intersect at a point p = p (ε, z * ) = w cu (ε, cu(ε, x, z * )) = w cs (ε, cs(ε, x, z * )), where (x, z * ) = π (x,z) p. The coordinates in which we check transversality are (x, y, z). By (19) and Lemma 6 we have transversality in the x, y coordinates:
Let v ∈ R c be any given vector. By (19) it follows that
where
Since we can take any v ∈ R c , from (24) we see that
Λε spans the direction of the coordinate z. This combined with (23) gives
meaning that W 
We assume that W cu Λε is parameterised by (ε, x, z) and that W cs Λε is parameterised by (ε, x, v, z). We assume that they are C 2 graphs over these coordinates, meaning that
Let z * ∈ R c be fixed and consider Once again, the setting in which the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds away from Λ ε would be graphs over the same coordinates is rare. We proceed similarly as in the previous sections.
We assume that there are local coordinates (x, y, v, z) ∈ R u ×R u ×R s−u ×R c such that W 
some bounded open set.
We also assume also that we have open sets
Now, thanks to conditions A and B, we can represent W cs Λε and W cu Λε as graphs of functions of (ε, x, z). We therefore have C 2 functions cu :
In the local coordinates, the manifolds W x, π (y,v) w cu (ε, cu (ε, x, z)) , z : ε ∈ E, x ∈ U, z ∈ K ,
respectively. We now fix z * ∈ R c and define y : Proof. The proof follows from mirror arguments to the proof of Theorem 9. Note that the domain and the range of y(ε, ·) are in R u . This means that we take (2) . Again, as in previous sections, the choice of the dimensions k 1 , k 2 and of the coordinates y 1 , y 2 in (2) depends on how W cu Λ0 and W cs Λ0 intersect. Assumptions of Lemma 3 for y(ε, x) defined in (27) can be verified using Lemma 5. In order to compute the first and second derivatives of cu (ε, x, z) , cs (ε, x, v, z) which are needed for the first and second derivatives of y (ε, x) we can do the following. Consider
The equation (25) in this notation is g 1 (ε, (x, z) , cu (ε, x, z)) = 0, which can be used for implicit computations of first and second derivatives of cu (ε, x, z).
To compute first and second derivatives of cs (ε, x, v, z) we can consider
Then (26) 
Verification of assumptions
In this section we comment on how to obtain bounds on the function y (ε, x) considered in (15) , (20) and (27) , which are needed to apply Lemma 5. Our discussion will be divided into two parts. The first concerns the bounds on the center-stable and centerunstable manifolds. The second treats the implicit computations which are needed for (14) , (19) and (25-26).
Obtaining bounds on the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds
In this section we discuss how one can obtain bounds on w cu (ε, cu) and w cs (ε, cs). We are aware of two alternative methods to obtain (local) bounds on the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds of normally hyperbolic manifolds. The first is the parametrisation method [3, 8, 9, 10] , which is a functional analytic method that allows for both efficient numerical estimation of the invariant manifolds, as well as the for interval arithmetic validation of bounds for the parameterisations of the manifolds together with estimates on the derivatives. The second is a geometric method developed in [12, 13, 14] . This method can also be used for computer assisted validation of the manifolds and the derivatives of their parameterisations. In our example from section 6 we use the second of the two methods.
Both of the above mentioned methods usually provide only local parameterisations. Let us denote these as w
These can be extended by using the flow Φ ε t of the ODE by fixing some T > 0 and taking
loc . There are efficient algorithms and packages that can be used to obtain interval arithmetic enclosure of the flow, together with the (high order) derivatives with respect to both the initial condition and parameter. In our example from section 6 we use the CAPD 5 library, which is based on the Lohner algorithms from [28, 29] .
Implicit computations
The questions that interest us here is how to obtain bounds on u (ε, x) , s (ε, x) from (14) , and on cu and cs from (19) and (25) (26) . We want to compute bounds on these functions, together with their first and second derivatives.
All of the three cases: (14), (19) and (25) (26) , can be treated in the same way. We will describe this by introducing abstract notation. We will consider g :
and will want to find κ : R × R k → R k , together with its first and second derivatives, such that g (ε, x, κ (ε, x)) = 0.
We assume that ∂g ∂κ is an isomorphism. We start with the bounds for the image of κ (ε, x). This can be obtained by using the Interval Newton method (see Theorem 2) . To apply the theorem we can take a cubical set K and X = E × U , where U is some cubical set in R k , and verify that for some
If (29) is satisfied, then by Theorem 2 we obtain that for any (ε,
Now we turn to the derivatives of κ. By (28),
This means that for K and X for which (29) holds, for (ε,
Also from (28),
Above can be used to obtain an interval enclosure in the same way as (30-31). In (32) we can use the enclosures (30-31) for the derivatives Remark 17. If we consider g that is defined by (14) or (19), then (32) simplifies since
Example of application
We consider an example from [26] , which was introduced by Lerman and Umanskiȋ [19] :
where the vector field F :
We consider λ = ω = 1. The zero is a fixed point with a two dimensional unstable and a two dimensional stable manifold. For ε = 0, the unstable manifold coincides with the stable manifold (see Figure 1) . We shall apply our method to prove the following:
Theorem 18. For any ε ∈ (0, 10 −7 ] the stable and unstable manifolds of the origin intersect transversally within a 10 −5 distance of the point p 0 = 2
In subsequent sections we go over the steps which were taken to prove the result.
Local bounds on the stable/unstable manifolds
For (33) with ε = 0 it is possible to derive analytic formulae for the parameterisation of the stable/unstable manifold (see [26] ). We do not make use of this. We choose not to, since our method does not require knowing the analytic formulae for the separatrices.
For us it is sufficient to establish bounds on the manifolds, which is what we discuss in this section.
To obtain computer assisted bounds on the manifolds we use the method developed in [14] . It can be used to establish bounds on stable and unstable manifolds, together with their derivatives, within a given neighbourhood of a fixed point. It is best o obtain such bounds in local coordinates in which the invariant manifold is 'straightened out'. We start by discussing a change of coordinates that we used to achieve this.
For ε = 0 the system is generated by a hamiltonian H with an integral K of the form
where the (x 1 , x 2 ) are the positions and (x 3 , x 4 ) are their conjugated momenta. We can use the integrals H, K to approximate the two dimensional stable/unstable manifolds. We discuss this for the unstable manifold, which is tangent to the vector space spanned on the coordinates x 1 and x 2 . From this tangency, for small x the x 3 and x 4 along the unstable manifold will be small. The fixed point has H = K = 0, meaning that this will be preserved along the manifold. Since K = 0, and
2 is small in comparison to the remaining terms of H, from H = 0 we obtain
Thus, the unstable manifold is approximated by points satisfying
2 .
For fixed x 1 , x 2 , above is a linear equation for x 3 , x 4 , with the solution
2 . This means that close to the origin the unstable manifold can be approximated by
2 : x 1 , x 2 are small .
From mirror arguments it follows that
2 , x 3 , x 4 : x 3 , x 4 are small .
We can therefore use the following change of coordinates that straighten out the unstable manifold. Let v = (v 1 , . . . , v 4 ) denote the local coordinates defined by
In the local coordinates {v 3 = v 4 = 0} approximates the unstable manifold.
To straighten out the stable manifold we use local coordinates given by
20
In these coordinates {v 1 = v 2 = 0} approximates the stable manifold. We now discuss how we obtain local bounds on the unstable manifold in the local coordinates given by Ψ u . The inverse change to Ψ u is
The formula for the vector field in the local coordinates
, can be easily derived, though it is somewhat lengthy so we do not write it out here. We use this vector field to establish the bounds on the unstable manifold using the method described in [14, Theorems 30, 36] . In our application we extend the phase space to include the parameter ε
This means that we consider a normally hyperbolic manifold Λ = {(ε, 0) : ε ∈ E}, where
is an interval of parameters. We use the same Ψ u for all ε ∈ E. The method from [14] allowed us to obtain the bounds on the manifold in the extended phase space, together with the bounds on its first and second derivatives. The obtained local bounds on the unstable manifold are in the form of a graph
, r], with r = 1.5 · 10 −4 . We prove that w
is Lipschitz with the constant L = 10 −8 . In Figure 2 we give the plot of the obtained bound. By looking at the scale on the vertical axis, we see that the bounds are quite sharp. Moreover, from the method we establish that
for i, j = 1, 2.
The bounds can easily be transported to the original coordinates x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 using (34). In Figure 3 we give a plot in of the bounds from Figure 2 transported to the original coordinates of the system. We use the same method to establish bounds on the stable manifolds an its derivatives. The Lipschitz bound on the slope of the manifold and the bounds on the second derivatives are identical as for the unstable manifold.
The distance function at the intersection point
We will look for an intersection of the invariant manifolds close to the point p The first two columns in A are taken based on (36). The last two are chosen so that the two vectors composed of columns three and four would be orthogonal to the others.
We can now propagate the bounds on the stable and unstable manifolds from section 6.1 to the intersection point as follows. We take a fixed T > 0 and define
In our computer assisted proof we take T = 9, which is sufficient to reach p 0 from the local bounds established in section 6.1.
Remark 19.
We are making our computations using the CAPD 6 library. The library performs rigorous propagation of interval enclosures of jets along the flow of a vector field. This allows us to propagate in interval arithmetic the local bounds obtained in section 6.1.
We then use the method outlined in section 5.2 to establish bounds on u (ε, x) and s (ε, x) which solve π x w u (ε, u (ε, x)) − x = 0, π x w s (ε, s (ε, x)) − x = 0.
The distance function which we consider for the proof of the transversal intersection is y (ε, x) := π y w u (ε, u (ε, x)) − π y w s (ε, s (ε, x)) .
Computer assisted bounds
In this section we take y (ε, x) defined in (38) and use Lemmas 5, 6 to establish the proof of Theorem 18.
Remark 20. Since the manifolds are both two dimensional and prior to the perturbation they overlap we take k 1 = 0 and k 2 = 2 in Lemmas 5, 6. This means that there are no A 11 , A 12 , A 21 matrices to consider and we do not need to check the condition (5).
The point p 0 = 2 −1/4 , 0, 2 −1/4 , 0 when transported to the local coordinates given by V defined in (37) is the origin. This means that we are looking for zeros of y (ε, x) in a neighbourhood of zero.
We consider U := E × [−R, R] × [−R, R] with R = 10 −5 . Using computer assisted computations in CAPD we have obtained the following bounds: This by Lemmas 5, 6 establishes the proof of Theorem 18. The computations needed for the proof of Theorem 18 have taken under a minute on a single core 3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.
We have considered perturbations ε ∈ (0, 10 −7 ], but the proof of intersection can easily be extended to larger ε.
